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tables, with reference to the value of policies, but has, in my opinion, freed 
them to the same extent from a slight existing inaccuracy - a consideration 
which perhaps should tend to make Mr. Todd's tables the more valuable. 

I am, Sir, 
Your very obedient Servant, 

North British Insurance Office, 
Edinburgh, 27th May, 1853. 

DAVID CHISHOLM. 

ON THE SAME SUBJECT. 

To the Editor of the Assurance Magazine. 

Sib, - Having recently perused the introduction to the most valuable 
work of W. T. Thomson, Esq., I met, in page 25, with a foot note refer- 
ring to a certain paper by Mr. Farren, as inserted in the last number of 
your Magazine, and was accordingly induced to read that paper itself. 

To speak candidly, I read the paper alluded to over and over again, 
but to my mortification could not discover the results which Mr. Farren is 
anxious to deduce. This circumstance causes me to apply humbly to you 
for an explanation on the subject, either by Mr. Farren himself or any of 
your mathematical readers. 

First Mr. Farren says, that Simpson and Dodson imagined that De 
Moivre assigned 1- i A as the present value of £1 payable at the end of 
the year of death, while he (Mr. Farren) has reason to assert that no such 
error (?) could emanate from so celebrated an analyst as De Moivre - 
satisfying himself, that by 1- i A is meant the present value of £1 due at 
the beginning of the year of death. In support of his argument, Mr. 
Farren quotes part of a paragraph from De Moivre's work, saying, " This 
conclusion may be deduced from the method he (De Moivre) has adopted 
in solving the following problem (xvi.), as it occurs in his Treatise on 
Annuities.91 Now, unfortunately, the works of Simpson and Dodson are 
not in my possession; but on perusing De Moivre's work itself, I must con- 
fess my inability to trace Mr. Farren's conclusions. The paragraph in 
question of De Moivre's, in extenso, runs thus : - 

"Problem xvi. - A borrows a certain sum of money, and gives security 
that it shall be repaid at his decease, with the interests. To fix the sum 
which is then to be paid, let the sum borrowed be s; the life of the 
borrower, M years' purchase; d the interest of £1: then the sum to be 

paid at A's decease will be - - 
-p- ; thus, supposing s=800, M= 11*83, 

d=0'05, then  7^7- would be found =£1,958. In the same manner, 1 - am 
if the sum to be paid at A's decease was to be an equivalent for his life, 

unpaid at the time of the purchase, that sum would be - - r-j- - = £2,895, 1 - dNL 
Supposing the annuity received to be £100, as also the life of A 11*83 
years' purchase." 

You will perceive that the two examples just named - rather essential 
in the present case - are omitted in the extract made by Mr. Farren, who, 
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notwithstanding, proceeds : - " From this it is obvious that 1- dM, or in 
modern notation 1 -¿A, was considered the present value of £1 at last of 
the ť interests,' or the beginning of the year of death, or of £1 at actual 
death of A, with such interest as might have already accrued for the cur- 
rent months and days." Here I stumble: how from this short extract it is 
obvious that De Moivre meant by 1 - cř M the beginning of the year of death, 
I cannot conceive, unless we obtain this obviousness from the fact that its 
value in numbers agrees with the present value of £1 reversion payable at 
the beginning of the year of death, since there is no statement made by 
De Moivre to this effect. Indeed, I would rather venture to say that De 
Moivre gives an approximate value for the instant of death, as expressed 
in his own words, "to be repaid at his decease"; not - to be repaid at the 
beginning of the year of his decease. Consequently, I cannot reconcile the 
three terms specified by Mr. Farren to be of equal value : namely, 1- ¿A= 
present value of £1 at last of the * interests'=at the beginning of the year 
of death = at actual death of A, with such interest as might have already 
accrued for the current months and days. From what part of the extract 
are such inferences to be made? Mr. Farren further proceeds : " Now as 
half a year's interest is the most probable increment from such a source 

(from which source?),  r will be the present value of £1 without inte- 

rest (why without interest? or does it mean anything else?) at the instant 
1- t'A 

of death, and - - - that of £1 without interest (the same query as the 

last) at the end of the year of death; consequently the ratio of the latter to 

the former is as 1 :  :." 

Mr. Farren thus continued explaining the value of a portion of a year, 
saying that for half a year prior to the end of the year of death the formula 

1 + ¿A 
becomes  r , which subject, as regards the tables of Sang, has already 

1 + S 
been handled by Mr. Thomson; but it may be added, that Mr. Farren 
could have easily discovered in the very De Moivre (3rd edition, London, 
1756) that this very question was settled by the latter in his Appendix, 
page 340, where he virtually says - 

" In the meantime it will be proper to know what part of the yearly 
rent should be paid to the heirs of the late possessor of an annuity, as may 
be exactly proportioned to the time elapsed between that of the last pay- 
ment and the very moment of the life's expiring. To determine this, put 
A for the yearly rent (meaning annuity); - for the part of the year inter- 

cepted between the time of the last payment and the instant of the life's 
i 

r*- 1 
failing; r the amount of £1 at the year's end : then will  -A be the 

sum to be paid." This of course applies to annuities, but may be also 
applied in reversions. 
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The tables of Sang have been calculated on the same principle ; and, 
indeed, there is no other method practicable. How would Mr. Farren, 
according to his own plan, solve the following problem: - 

s = sum, 
d = rate of interest, 
a = amount, 
x = period or duration. 

In what time will the sum s amount to a, at d compound interest? 

Standard Life Assurance Office, 
3, George Street, Edinburgh. 

HERSCHELL FILIPOWSKI. 

REVIEWS OF NEW WORKS. 

Actuarial Tables, Carlisle Three per Cent., Single Lives, and Single 
Deaths; with Auxiliary Tables. By William Thomas Thomson, 
F.R.S.E., F.I.A., Manager of the Standard Life Assurance Company, 
and of the Colonial Life Assurance Company. Edinburgh: R. & R. 
Clark. 1853. 
Our Scottish neighbours are certainly indefatigable in their exertions for 

the cause of life assurance. The Carlisle Table literally groans under their 
folio, quarto, and octavo labours. Already we have the works of Edward 
Sang, Peter Gray, William Orchard, Ambrose Smith, and Benjamin Hall 
Todd; and now once again we have a set of actuarial tables from the pen of 
Mr. Thomson - a pen that really seems untiring, if we remember that already 
we have upon the wall, or in a portfolio, a sheet set of tabular results 
industriously calculated by the same gentleman. The question of cui bono, 
however, trite as it may appear, still calls for reply, and we are afraid that 
in the response Mr. Thomson will not, generally speaking, find that appre- 
ciation of his indomitable perseverance which it fairly demands. All 
secondary tables necessarily partake of the character of the primary table 
upon which they are founded; and great as are the excellences of the Car- 
lisle Table in its general indications, its graduation is avowedly so faulty 
as to call loudly for ratification. Had Mr. Thomson achieved this upon 
scientific principles before undertaking his laborious task, we feel confident 
that his new tables would have almost wholly displaced those of his prede- 
cessors. Nevertheless, the book as it is is a highly valuable one, for, inde- 
pendently of the actual results, it comprises a most intelligent introduction, 
interspersed with several very useful hints as to the means of checking 
calculations. One of these is so ingenious, and so candidly mentioned in 
connection with the names of two concurrent computers, Messrs. Filipowsky 
and Gray, that .we think it well to reproduce it for the benefit of our 
readers, referring them to the work itself as a perfect mass of proof of the 
success of the method. 

The principle of the process ia simply this - that as the logarithm of 
unity is zero, therefore the multiplication of reciprocals, when reduced to 
logarithms, necessarily produces zero. Thus, if the present value of £1, 
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